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About This Game

The art of the sword is death by one stroke. The art of stealth is proximity with the unaware. In Blind Blades, players must
master both. No special button combinations. No life bars. Just player against player. Skill against skill. Winner take all.

Hunt your friends by hiding in plain sight. Choose to be either a white warrior or a black warrior. Since the levels are black and
white, your warrior will disappear into their matching background color. You have an additional color indicator to help

differentiate you (blue, red, green, or yellow), but these different colors will still disappear into your background color. Once
per round, you can use a flashbang to temporarily turn the entire screen your warrior color, hiding you and potentially revealing
your opponent. Hint, timing and strategy are critical in using the flashbang. When you kill your friend, the red streak reveals you

and your vanquished opponent. Be the last player alive to win a round. The first player or team to win three rounds wins the
match!

Supports two to four local players

Death match or team battles

Five interactive environments
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well its a game. Fun farming game. More intricate than it looks.. Basic side scroller with minimal/basic variation in gameplay.
Game was glitchy with my mouse, and with no ability to modify the controls the game is unplayable, with the ship jumping
randomly around when i move the mouse slightly.

Cannot recommend this game. This game is \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing stupid the multiplayer is not worcking don't waste
you'r monye. Hard Room is a game where you play as a midget yeti dying over and over again for someone else's sick
amusement.

Pros:
It's hard and I'm glad that it really lived up to its name. The pixel perfect movement combined with split second timing will
screw you over until you get used to it. If you're talking platformer, it doesn't get any more hardcore than this game

Cons:
The only thing I have problem with is that this game lacks polish. At some point the yeti will get stuck around the edges of the
blocks. The easiest example of this is the stairs, which is super clunky and most of the times ended in me dying trying to get up
the stairs only to fall into the spikes.

Despite me getting saltier every minute I spent in this game, I liked the game and I gave it a fair chance, but sadly it's not quite
ready yet for the store. Maybe one or two patches will fix this, hopefully. I would like to give recommendations to the devs:
make more sets of levels and less levels in a set. Sure it will make the game easier, but it will give a sense of progression to the
player to motivate them to improve at "getting good". Still, keep the longer sets of levels later in the game though.

Score: 6 midget yetis out of 10. So I'm giving it a thumbs up, because I don't think it's fair to downvote a game that is open
about its issues from the get go. Pretty much I knew what to expect when I bought it.

Overall in it's current state as of this review (8\/5\/2016) it's a neat little tech demo. The spells load quickly and are kind of fun
to play with.

The graphics need some work. Textures in specific. It's got a very colorful, cartoony, almost Fable look to it, but the textures are
some of the lowest I've seen in VR so far.

I wouldn't mind an alternate navigation system to the teleport since I don't get the motion sickness issue, but I realize that I'm
probably in the minority of players who can wrap their brain and stomach around moving without actually moving.

If I could throw the developer some suggestions it would be:

* In addition to the custom spellbook, it would be nice to have a carry slot to hold more than one spell book. A belt slot for
example like you can find in many other VR games.

* In your more aggressive monster levels, work on the AI a bit. I never once felt threatened or at risk of being killed by the orcs
that were in the village.

* Tighten up the environment textures a bit. They are pretty grainy.

Overall: This game was worth my $5 entry fee and I look forward to what the developer has coming next.
. I loik the floaty blocks =). Wargame: Airland Battle, like it's predecessor European Escalation, offers a unique strategic
experience by putting you in the shoes of Cold War-era commander managing hundreds of different types of units over maps
that are dozens of square kilometers.

Though it has a very steep learning curve, the tactical combinations and realistic combat offer an unparelleled gameplay that
would be reminscient of a larger scale,
 hardcore, modern-day Total War game.
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I have only logged about one hour with this game, and I am already impressed. It's dark, atmospheric and fun. The controls work
well, and the combination of real level design with randomization makes replaying a level several times because of deaths not
annoying. The navigation geometry is fixed while the loot is randomized. Even level-completion necessities aren't always in the
same location, so even on a replay you still have to run around the level looking for things.

Having played Puppygames's other games (like the excellent Revenge of the Titans), I'm sure I will find more things to like
about Basingstoke as I get deeper into it. For example, I have yet to craft anything, and the crafting system looks nice. It's not a
"mystery" system where you'll spend time on third-party websites looking up how to make things.

If you'd like to see what my first hour with the game was like, check out this Twitch video.

https://www.twitch.tv/videos/255163343. Best 5 minutes of air combat I've played since F22 Interceptor on sega.

10/10 would play F22 Interceptor again. I bought this game thinking it was exactly like Air Zonk on the Turbografx-16. On
paper it is, but something is missing... Fun. Vaves of enemies consists exactly of the same enemy, all shades of grey... Grafics
are dull and washed out... Music is generic... Enemy patterns are non existent...

Nope... I label this one "the game that tried". Avoid.. I paid money for it and first off the boat drive I turned over boat threee
times controls so bad and way too stiff steering and no reset found but escape and I had figure out. Secondly the method of
fishing is deplorable and I would like to say not worth it at all. The fishing method of cameras and not seeing the control of
throw is definitely a bummer. I played child fishing games better then this. Steam has way better games then this! I never write
reviews or even fuss but the fact is this game has be fixed. They need pay people back their money only plus I saw was awesome
graphics, rest wore me out. I am disabled and love to fish on games because all I can do anymore. Don't waste your money on
this. It was so very poorly made! Adefinite negative!. Great point & click adventure. A must have for adventure games fans.
Pick up objects and use through the inventory. Great graphics and sound. It autosaves between chapters only. Great story,
various locations that you can go by using a map. Finish it on windows 10 in about 13 hours.. Loads and loads of fun.
Most fun that I have had playing with myself al day.
This game brings back so many memories of the early days.
69/10. This game has really surprised me in the best possible way. I bought it a couple days after the early access was opened up
and thought it was fun, if a little simple. But they have been making upgrades every week or two and each one is a significant
improvement. While the shop development is a little linear, overall, I've had so much fun playing that I haven't cared too much.
Working toward both 'quest' type goals, and improving the quality of what you're making - it makes it more thoughtful. They're
still working out a few things, but given the quality of improvements each time so far, I have no doubt that the game will
continue to get better and better.
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